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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE | Minutes of the meeting held Wednesday 20 February 2019 

Ex-officio members present Matty Robinson | Vice President Union Development | Chair 
 Islay Grant | VP Campaigns & Communications 
 Emily Delaney | Vice President Welfare & Community 
 Toby Wilkinson | Vice President Activities [part] 

Members present Will Brook | LGBTQ+ Part-time Officer 
 Will Groarke | Furness JCR President 
 Yvan Yeung | International Students’ Part-time Officer 
 Christopher Russell | FST PGT 
 Valentina Piredda | Mature Students’ Part-time Officer 

In attendance Claire Geddes | Chief Executive [part] 
 Chris Cottam | Education & Support Unit Manager 
 Brittany Tomlinson | Education & Policy Adviser 
 Veronica Longmire | Departmental Administrator | Minutes 
 George Nuttall and Dominic Casoria | NUS Conference Delegates [agenda item 4.1] 

Apologies  Ian Meeks | Vice President Education 
 Rhiannon Jones | Students’ Union President 
 Sam Maesschalck | PG Board Chair 
  

Agenda Item 1 | Apologies | recorded above. 

Agenda Item 2 | Minutes of meeting held 6 February [Exec|2019-02-06] confirmed as accurate. 

Agenda Item 3 | Matters arising from the minutes [not elsewhere on the agenda] 

3.1 ACTION carried forward 
 Tuition fees policy feedback to be submitted to next meeting | VP Education 

3.2 ACTION carried forward 
 Each part-time officer to submit written updates of any activities / events / 

campaigns etc they were involved in, to each Executive meeting in line with the FTO 
updates 

Agenda Item 4 | Items for approval 
The committee was invited to approve the following items: 

4.1 NUS Delegate Policy | Protecting students at White t-shirt parties 

4.1.1 NUS conference delegates, George Nuttall and Dominic Casoria [proposer] were present at 
the meeting to speak to the proposed policy to NUS Conference. 

4.1.2 The motion referred to white t-shirt parties held at a number of institutions including 
Lancaster and was requesting Conference to publicly condemn such instances and work with 
relevant minority groups to ensure their safety and security on campus | issue guidance to 
SUs on procedures to undertake in the event of further incidents | encourage SU officers to 
use the appropriate disciplinary proceedings including the escalation of cases to the University 
| encourage SUs to include such examples in their equality and diversity training for societies. 

4.1.3 In response to a question raised, it was clarified by the proposer that it should be the case 
NUS would work in collaboration with Unions rather than being autocratic. 

4.1.4 A vote was taken and the policy approved unanimously 

4.2 NUS Delegate Policy | Student Bursaries 

4.2.1 The motion came from the personal experience of the proposer, Hannah Prydderch, regarding 
the bursary system at Lancaster University and the frustrations of students spoken to from all 
years at the University, to compare how differently they were all impacted by the bursary and 
loan system and how the threshold differed across year groups. 

4.2.2 The proposal called for a campaign for one bursary threshold to be applied across Universities 
for all UK students | to work with Unions to lobby their Universities to review their financial 
settlements with a view to a uniform threshold based on the current academic year, not the 
academic year the student commenced University | to highlight the importance of bursaries 
as a lifeline for students and ensure they were a part of NUS Government dialogue and 
Union/University discussions. 
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4.2.3 The meeting was informed that bursaries were currently a hot topic with the Government 
requesting Universities to cut back on bursary expenditure and that each University had 
different policy and that bursaries were mainly for UK/EU students.  

4.2.4 Comments regarding international students and that it would be interesting to see how the 
make-up of change worked across all UK Universities were noted. 

4.2.5 The committee agreed to pass the comments made at the meeting to the motion proposer 
with a view to these being included in the document. 

 ACTION | Chair | to contact Motion Proposer to take on board that the system was unfair 
on international students and to amend the motion to this effect 

Agenda Item 5 | Items for discussion 
The committee was invited to receive and discuss the following item: 

5.1 Next Executive Committee meetings 
5.1.1 It was noted that the date of the next meeting was due to take place in week 8 [6 March], 

which was the voting period for FTO and PTO elections and it was believed it would be 
problematic to hold a meeting during that week. 

5.1.2 The proposal to move the next meetings to Wednesday 13 March and Wednesday 27 March 
was approved. 

5.1.3 It was noted that there was a lack of discussion items coming forward to meetings and the 
Chair stated that such items did not need to only be put forward by full-time officers, or be 
serious; they could be an issue or idea a person wished to raise.  

 ACTION | Group encouraged to forward discussion items [to the Chair] 

Agenda Item 6 | Items for information 
The committee was invited to receive and observe the following item 

6.1 NUS Turnaround update | feedback received from NUS on the White Paper consultation 
stated that there was overwhelming preference [73%] for the full-time officer team to be 
seven, with four being too few and 12 too many | there was a preference for the democratic 
model outlined in the White Paper, being more popular than both the 2017 model and the 
current model of doing democracy | the preference for affiliation was for it to be a single or 
gateway membership with a number of Unions stating that any model needed to ensure 
transparency in NUS’ spending. 

6.1.1 The email further stated that the level of consensus was encouraging, particularly given the 
complexity of the three issues | that there were a number of caveats to some responses 
received, but within a more flexible set of rules, there was greater scope to change, adapt and 
respond to a changing student and student union landscape. 

6.2 Union Strategy Progress update 

6.2.1 The Students’ Union Key Performance Indicators dashboard 18/19 had been placed in Box and 
the group informed that the Student Pulse research project first quarter results had been 
received. It was noted that this research through Student Pulse was independent and would 
continue for three years. It was stated that the first quarter results had yielded responses from 
approximately 800 students. 

6.2.2 The intention was to benchmark the organisation against other Students’ Unions, look at how 
the Union would like its student members to feel, and achieve headline outcomes. 

6.2.3 The current stated strategic outcomes indicated that whilst there was reasonably strong 
participation students still did not understand what the Students’ Union was or what it did | 
the statistics were positive for students getting help and advice | students did not feel they 
had a voice | students were not aware of the advice team but found it helpful if they visited 
the Union. 

6.2.4 It was deemed there was a need to look, as a collective, where improvements were necessary 
and that everyone was involved as part of the leadership of the Union. Work was required to 
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raise awareness that advice was provided by a staff team and continuing momentum 
throughout the year. 

6.2.5 The committee was asked what issues / changes it would like to be considered in order to 
achieve results | that questions and requests for clarification were welcome | questions to 
Student Pulse could be raised provided they were within the relevant time frame. 

 ACTIONS | Next meeting 
 Brittany | elections debrief 
 Subjects influencing decisions made by the Union to be discussed 

6.3 Full-time Officer Team update | it was reported that the Union President was at present at 
an event with postgraduate research students to encourage relationship building and had 
organised the ‘Pal’entines event distributing chocolate. 

 The report submitted highlighted that: the project plan for the Sports Club and Society 
Inclusivity Strategy had been finalised | meetings had been attended | LGBTQ+ takeover event 
at the Sugar House | work ongoing for the Education Conference [on 23 February], on self-
certification and equal opportunities in collaboration with the Islamic and Arab societies | 
focus group held for white males from low socio-economic backgrounds | the contract for 
new launderettes was due out for tender | work underway on the Reclaim the Night march in 
collaboration with the University of Cumbria | final plans underway for the social media 
conference [on 19 February] | each FTO approached to do an Instagram takeover on the SU 
Instagram account to highlight their day-to-day work, as part of the elections promotions | 
review commenced of the officer names for FTO and PTO roles to make the positions clearer 
| Roses work, with plans for the Rally [provisionally 18 March] and Roses Hub | work with 
other officers on inclusivity with student groups | work with the Societies Committee to 
develop methods of tackling barriers to participation. 

6.4 LGBTQ+ Part-time Officer update | the report highlighted work re LGBTQ+ History Month | 
the restructure of the Executive | current campaigns | awareness on campus. 

 It was noted that the restructure had been based on the 2015 terms of reference and it was 
clarified that any restructure/changes were at the discretion of the executive committee 
provided democratic processes had been followed. 

 ACTIONS | LGBTQ+ updated Terms of Reference to be forwarded to the Chair 
 All part-time officers to submit an update of activity/campaigns to each meeting going 

forward 

6.5 Societies Affiliation changes | it was noted that discussions had been held regarding the 
societies re-affiliation process due to staffing resources. 

6.5.1 The Societies Committee had agreed to workshops being held in term 3 and collaborating with 
groups who were requesting society status due to the fact they wished to hold an event. The 
plan was that groups would present their event, with JCR involvement, and from this a 
decision made as to whether society status was appropriate. The aim of the plan was to 
minimise unnecessary use of resources / societies being set up. 

6.6 Verbal update from Chief Executive 

6.6.1 Sports Review | now at the point where three models were being considered looking at 
different levels of sport, and that the Union and University were working together on these. 
The models were achievable but dependent on University investment. 

The committee agreed that the team involved in the review would attend the next meeting [13 
March] to present the three models 

6.6.2 Diversity and Inclusion | Union Working Group re-established looking at issues within the 
organisation, eg engagement data / diversity of staff, trustees and students involved in 
activity, with a view to affairs being more inclusive. 

The group was encouraged to actively participate with this 

6.6.3 Student Accommodation Development in the city | it was stated that there was to be 
significant new development of student accommodation in the city; eg 1500 purpose-built 
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units. A clear message had been given to the University and the City that such accommodation 
had to be within what students could afford. 

6.6.4 NUS Homes Fit for Study | it was noted that the relevant staff had been asked to look at the 
report taking on board the Housing Policy passed by the Executive. It was noted that the policy 
could be changed provided democratic processes were utilised. 

NUS Homes Fit for Study report headlines to be brought back to this committee 

6.6.5 Block grant and Designate funding | noted that the block grant was the most significant 
funding received but the organisation would be unable to operate on this funding alone. A 
number of scenarios were to be proposed to the University and further information brought 
back to this committee. 

Further information re block grant / designate funding proposals to University to be brought back 

Agenda Item 7 | Any Other Business 

7.1 A letter had been received from a JCR officer wishing to run for a PTO position and stated that 
the recent decision to uphold the restriction on holding multiple officer roles should be 
reconsidered in their view. 

7.1.1 It was felt that the position of a student being a JCR and society executive member had not 
been tested before and that clarification was required. 

 ACTION | Matter to be discussed further at next meeting 

7.2 It was agreed that further discussion / conversation would be held regarding the Hong Kong 
societies. 

 ACTION | VP Union Development to take matter forward 

7.3 ACTION | Group to [please] attend Hustings on 28 February 

 


